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beatriz vignoLi

The Fall

If they tell you I fell,
it’s because I fell.
Vertically.
And with horizontal results.
Of the right angle,
I’m only the sides.
I know nothing of the monumental art of the spin,
the elaborate twist of the hero
that makes his fall shine like a jump. 
That loop of the martyr, which, ascending, 
leaves the victim below
and flies over his torment—
not my specialty. Me, when I fall,
I fall.
There’s no parabola,
or air, or sustaining force.
A slip: I wait. I reach the floor
by the shortest route.
A landslide, a stone,
a dynamited girder.
There’s no artfulness in my descent.
But still, one survives: the bottom
of the abyss is softer
for one who doesn’t fly, only falls.
If they tell you that I fell,
don’t try 
to teach me revisionist aerodynamics.
Don’t talk to me about those who fell triumphantly.
Don’t try to tell me
you don’t believe it was an accident.
I only believe in accidents.
The only thing the universe knows how to do
is to fall apart without motive,
to crumble just because.

—translated from the Spanish by Florencia Milito
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